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Because of our commitment to providing high quality work, on time and within budget, our client base continues to grow and most 
of our clients repeatedly award work to EPC Solutions. They know we have the skills, resources and expertise, and most importantly, 
the ability and the will to complete their projects at the highest standards, on time. 

Our equipment fleet is amongst the largest with the latest  equipment backed up by highly professional teams who continuously 
monitor, service and maintain this fleet. 

Safety, Quality and the Environment are among the most important concerns of our company. EPC Solutions follows stringent 
safety regimes and quality procedures and strives to continuously improve its performance. 

The journey from 2012 till today has been very challenging. Thanks to our loyal team of workers and professionals, we have 
succeeded in proving that we can deliver on our promises that we can rise to the challenge and excel in our performance to the 
satisfaction of our clients. 

Quality and the Environment are 

among the most important con-

cerns of our company

Chairman Message
As a lead emerging MEP company in the USA, EPC Solutions is proud to continue 
associate itself with iconic projects. Since our establishment in 1997  with our 
Based in New Delhi (India), we have been following the vision of its leaders and 
have been involved in all aspects of maintenance and electromechanical works. 

Ritesh Pandit
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We EPC Solutions introduce ourselves as one of the lead emerging MEP 
company . Established in year 1997 with an aim to cater the requirement of the 
Customers.

To link the electrical needs of a large project to its mechanical applications is a 
hard task. This can only be made easy if an expert team provides both at the 
same time. It is defi-nitely a major advantage tool that EPC Solutions possesses 
all what is necessary to create an integrated MEP project. In short summary, we 
can cover various mechanical systems:

Introduction

Power stations and power dis-
tributions
EPC Solutions also processes all the capabilities and 
resources in constructing power stations which can include 
generators, transformers and auxiliary equipment according 
to customer’s specifications and international standards. Our 
teams goes the extra step to provide EPC of EHV (Upto 
765kV) AIS and GIS Sub Stations, Medium and Low voltage 
distribution with stations complete with transmission lines 
set up that conform to international safety regulations.

Industrial Projects

Complete systems for plants which can include power 
distribution and switchboards, emergency power stations, 
UPS systems, etc.

Pumping stations, sewage and 
waste water treatment plants, 
Plumbing Systems
Which comprise of huge pumps and tanks require large 
resources both in terms of equipment and multi-facet. EPC 
Solutions is definitely the ideal choice.
In addition to the electrical needs of the plant, EPC Solutions 
provides complete plumbing stations.

Fire Fighting systems  
Have become highly specialized given the international 
regulations and the different harsh environments where EPC 
Solutions operates. We definitely use the most up-to-date 
systems to ensure that the stringent safety requirements are 
met.

HVAC
Our special team is well trained with a background of 18 
year experience in the field of HVAC such as chillers plants, 
central cooling, kitchen hoods, fire/smoke extraction etc...

Building & Commercial Projects

EPC Solutions has specialized teams that work in commercial 
and residential projects. The company provides complete 
circuit installations with the proper switchboard and auxiliary 
equipment according to client needs. These include lighting 
systems, power generators, UPS systems etc.

Low current systems

Need complex studies simple practical maintenance. EPC 
Solutions puts special attention to achieve major networks  such 
as fire alarm, emergency lighting, CCTV, Access control, Sturcture 
cabling tel, etc..
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Perspective
We take this opportunity to introduce ourselves as distinguished leaders in the Electro 
Mechanical field.

Our Commitment 

We take this opportunity to introduce 
ourselves as distinguished emerging 
leaders in the Electro Mechanical field.

EPC Solutions is experienced staff has 
interacted with several state of the art 
contractors and participated in the 
management and execution of 
landmark and reputable projects.

The acquired expertise in the different 
trades of our business is the asset to 
provide the highest level of 
professionalism in planning and 
delivering exceptional services to our 
clients. 
Our commitment is to continue our 
strate-gies and contribution to the 
development of economy and 
welfare projects. 

Our Mission

With a collective experience started 
many years back, EPC Solutions 
mission is to 
be Pre-engineered Electro-Mechanical 
solutions to provide fast response, 
cost savings, low maintenance cost, 
and longer operating life of all project 
conditions and requirements.
 With our strategy, EPC Solutions has 
gained its reputation as one of the 
National and Regional leading Electro-
Mechanical con-tracting companies to 
perform and execute the extremely 
toughest fast track Mega projects. 
Applying local and international codes 
and standards, with high safety 
records and integrity measures

Well Equipped for the 
Third Millennium 
Strong and well integrated EPC 
Solutions moves into the 21st century 
with firm steps. It is continuously 
upgrading its technical know-how by 
working in conjunction with 
international consultants and 
contractors in its field and applying 
latest technologies. It is keeping up 
with the increasing stringent 
international standards. In fact EPC 
Solutions is, and will remain the main 
“nerve” in the sophisticated Electro-
Mechanical work that covers the scope 
of some big projects.

Total coverage
EPC Solutions ties up all aspects of the Electro-Mechanical field. We rely on our ability to integrate 
our vast resources to englobe the multi facets of electro mechanics. Our accomplishment has 
established us as an emerging expert leader in the regions business of Electro-Mechanical 
contracting.
EPC Solutions broadened through its capabilities by strengthening engineering know how in areas 
related to pro-cess, power systems, mechanical engineering, instrumentation and controls, 
communications, waste water treat-ment.

In addition, the company offers a comprehensive range of famous brand names to cover the large 
needs of projects. All this is insured by our staff’s familiarity with all the products of our partners 
and equipment vendors.
Our total coverage spreads over a wide geographical area.  
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Executing projects in a safe, timely 

and quality-oriented manner

We strive to be the most preferred property 

developer by building better living environ-

ments and exceeding customer expecta-

tions

Human beings include not only our clients 

and stakeholders but also the entire human 

race.

Nature encompasses not only the immedi-

ate living environment but also our global 

environment. 

The future requires thinking ahead for fu-

ture generations through the management 

philosophy of sustainability. 

Global partner means a company that pro-

vides a better value and trust for its clients 

in the global market.

To continually evolve our unique capabili-

ties to strive sustainable growth in business 

and to be superior constructor and service 

provider in all our operation across the 

region.

Our vision
We seek to become the leading company by executing projects in a safe, timely 
and quality-oriented manner, thus emerging as the most preferred solutions 
provider for our clients.

The future requires 
thinking ahead for 
future generations
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Our Projects
No. Project Location Description Value  AED

1 Dewa ‘H’ Station  Aweer, Dubai Electrical installation 1,650,000/-

2 Labour Camp,Portocabin Gantoot, Dubai MEP Works 415,000/-

3 Dragon Mall Aweer, Dubai MEP Works 410,500/-

4 Atlantis Hotel Palm Jumeira, Dubai Electrical installation /Escala-
tor/Elevators

850,000/-

5 Dubai Investment Park Jebel Ali, Dubai Electrical installation 1,250,700/-

6 Military Camp Abu Dhabi Electrical installation 675,000/-

7 Metro Project Baniyas stn, Dubai MEP Works 725,500/-

8 Bottle Building Abu Dhabi MEP Works 650,000/-

9 IBN Battuta Shopping Mall Jebel Ali, Dubai Electrical installation 625,500/-

Highly capable professionals with 

deep experiences, strong client 

relationship and adherence to com-

mitment.
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10 JAFZA Jeble Ali, Dubai MEP Works 850,000/-

11 Labour camp DIP - Plot No 
597-307

Dubai MEP Works 3,652,800/-

12 Labour camp DIP - Plot No 
597-307

Dubai MEP Works 3,652,800/-

13 Y1 Tower Dubai Electrical installation 750,000/-

14 Labour camp Al Quoz - Plot 
No 369-220

Dubai MEP Works 2,940,000/-

15 Al mas tower Dubai Escalator/Elevators/Electrical 
installation

875,000/-

16 Island project Abu Dhabi Electrical installation 750,000/-

17 JAFZA JAFZA MEP Works 740,000/-

18 Labour camp Jebel Ali - Plot 
No 599-1705

Dubai MEP Works 4,641,000/-

19 Chinna Market Dubai MEP Works 4,750,000/-

20 Mafraq Hospital Abu Dhabi Electrical installation + Escala-
tor/Elevators 

 1,875,000/-

21 Sahara Centre Sharjah Electrical installation 1,240,000/-

22 Labour camp DIP - Plot No 
597-307

Dubai MEP Works 3,652,800/-
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Our valuable clients
KONE (MIDDLE EAST) LLC

ZENER FIRE & SECURITY

AL FUTTAIM ENGINEERING

SHAPOORJI PALLONJI MIDEAST

EL SELF ENGINEERING CONT

GRAND HYPER

ARCO GENERAL CONTRACTING LLC

THYSEENKRUPP ELEVATOR UAE

JS INTERNATIONAL

DICO TECh

AL RAWDA BUILDING CONTRACTING

ABDULLA AHMED AL HAMMADI

INTELLIGENT TELECOMMUNICATION

AL HATHBOOR GROUPS

RAY NOON TECHNOLOGIES

FIRST SECURITY GROUP
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Chairman 

C.E.O

C.F.O

GM-Operations

Designers Tender/Estimation

Stuff

Engineers

QA/QC

Labors

Procurment Store Project Managers

Safety

Organization Chart

Perfection, hard 
work, learning from 
failure, loyalty, and 
persistence is a key 
to success.

Ritesh Pandit E L E C T R O M E C H A N I C A L  W O R K S  L . L . C



www.alshumookh-mep.com

Get in touch




